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Transiting exoplanets are laboratories for studying 
planetary processes across diverse environments. 

JWST will make pioneering observations of three 
transiting hot Jupiters for Early Release Science.   

The community will use these observations to 
prepare for awesome exoplanet science with JWST.
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Let’s meet the 
planets.

Images: PHYSICS by Physical Science Study Committee; NASA
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Planetary scientists have beautiful data on eight Solar System planets.

exoplanet properties from NASA Exoplanet Archive, with some curation; mass-radius models from Seager et al. (2007); HZ from Kopparapu et al. (2013)
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We know thousands of transiting exoplanets, spanning diverse environments.

exoplanet properties from NASA Exoplanet Archive, with some curation; mass-radius models from Seager et al. (2007); HZ from Kopparapu et al. (2013)
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exoplanet properties from NASA Exoplanet Archive, with some curation; mass-radius models from Seager et al. (2007); HZ from Kopparapu et al. (2013)

The transiting exoplanets within 30pc include easy-to-study small planets.

TRAPPIST-1

LHS1140b

GJ1132b

Charbonneau et al. (2009)

Gillon et al. (2017)

Dittmann et al. (2017)

GJ1214b



Transiting 
Exoplanet  
Survey 
Satellite

(      )the JWST  
finder scope

will find 1000 new 
nearby transiting 
exoplanets.



Transiting 
Exoplanet  
Survey 
Satellite 
launched in April! 



painted by Zach Berta-Thompson, adapted from original by Tim Brown, circa 2000

Transiting exoplanets 
are useful laboratories.

For a transiting exoplanet, we can directly observe 
planet size + orbit + mass + atmosphere.



Hubble WFC3/G141 
WASP-43b transmission spectrum

Kreidberg et al. (2014)

during TRANSIT, 
see light transmitted 

through planet’s 
atmosphere

How do we observe transiting exoplanet atmospheres?



How do we observe transiting exoplanet atmospheres?

at secondary 
ECLIPSE, 

infer light emitted  
by planet’s day side

Hubble WFC3/G141 
WASP-43b emission spectrum

Kreidberg et al. (2014)



How do we observe transiting exoplanet atmospheres?
throughout the orbit, see 
emission from different 

longitudes as the 
PHASE CURVE

Spitzer/IRAC-4.5μm 
HD189733b thermal emission phase curve

Knutson et al. (2012)



2×10-2

300 ppm

observations and analysis of HD189733b from Knutson et al. (2012) 

Spitzer/IRAC-4.5μm 
HD189733b thermal emission phase curve

Exoplanet atmosphere observations require extreme precision.



300 ppm

20000 ppm

observations and analysis of HD189733b from Knutson et al. (2012) 

Exoplanet atmosphere observations require extreme precision, 
and careful understanding of instrumental noise sources. 



Transiting exoplanets are laboratories for studying 
planetary processes across diverse environments. 

JWST will make pioneering observations of three 
transiting hot Jupiters for Early Release Science.   

The community will use these observations to 
prepare for awesome exoplanet science with JWST.



The Transiting Exoplanet Community 
Early Release Science Program for JWST

• Let’s understand what spectrophotometric 
precision we can achieve with JWST.  

• Let’s develop the best practices for 
transiting exoplanet studies with each 
JWST instrument. 

• Let’s provide the community with really cool 
observations of really neat planets!



We began a transparent and inclusive process for designing this 
program at a STScI workshop in November 2015. 
  
With 22 months of work by !(100) exoplanet and instrument experts, 
we identified a consensus set of high-priority observations that  

• exercises all four JWST instruments 
• includes three characterization geometries  
• focuses only on previously vetted, easy-to-observe planets 



(1) Pan-chromatic transmission spectrum of a hot Jupiter 
(NIRISS + NIRSpec + NIRCam — 0.6-5μm)

WASP-79b (J=9.3)

What is the chemical composition of a hot Jupiter atmosphere?
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Transmission Working Group Leads: Hannah Wakeford, David Sing, Kevin Stevenson



(2) Mid-infrared thermal emission phase curve of a hot Jupiter 
(MIRI LRS — 5-12μm)

WASP-43b (J=10.0)
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How do clouds and chemistry work under 
tidal locking and extreme irradiation?

dayside

nightside

MIRI Phase Curve Working Group Leads: Laura Kreidberg, Nicolas Crouzet, Julie Moses



(3) Thermal emission eclipse for a hot Jupiter transiting a very bright star 
(NIRISS — 0.8-2.7μm)

Figure 5: Model thermal emission spectra
and simulated data for WASP-18b, our
NIRISS/SOSS secondary eclipse target.
The orange model includes a thermal
inversion, while the blue model lacks any
inversion (see inset). The unparalleled
precision on this bright system will
provide fundamentally new insights into
the energy budgets and resulting thermal
structures of externally-irradiated
planetary atmospheres, as well as the
JWST noise floor.

mapping technique. Furthermore, this observation is designed to elucidate both the specific
performance of MIRI/LRS for high-precision time-series measurements, and the more gen-
eral aspects of using the observatory for very long-duration stares, thus establishing the best
way to pursue these compelling observations in the future.

Thermal structure & bright-star limits from a dayside emission spectrum

Theory and observations suggest that the thermal structures of close-in planets may be
fundamentally di↵erent from those of similar temperature brown dwarfs or young, directly-
imaged planets, which are heated from below (e.g., Fortney et al., 2008). In particular,
thermal inversions due to absorption of short-wavelength radiation at high altitudes may be
common in exoplanets (Evans et al., 2017), as they are for the Solar System planets. How-
ever, the existing constraints in this area are poor because the limited wavelength coverage
and resolution of current data probe only a narrow range of pressures, capture only a small
fraction of the total emitted energy, and don’t assay the full range of chemical species that
play a role in the energy budget. Thermal emission measurements obtained at secondary
eclipse using JWST will lead to a dramatic advance in our ability to determine and under-
stand the diverse thermal structures of externally-irradiated exoplanets by resolving many
molecular bands at high resolution and characterizing the full energy budgets of the planets.

We propose to provide the critical first step in this direction, using a single NIRISS/SOSS
secondary eclipse observation of the hot Jupiter WASP-18b, which orbits a bright star. Cov-
ering 0.85 to 2.8µm, the emission spectrum will capture 80% of the thermal emission of
WASP-18b (see Figure 5), leading to an unprecedentedly complete and high fidelity view
into the energy budget and temperature structure of a highly-irradiated exoplanet. In con-
trast, HST/WFC3 captures <20% of the thermal emission from similarly hot planets (and
much less for cooler planets), and it does so with much lower precision and resolution than
JWST. Importantly, emission spectroscopy is much less sensitive to clouds than transmission
spectroscopy and it probes deeper layers of the atmosphere. Furthermore, by targeting a
bright star, these observations will also yield the first assessment of JWST ’s noise floor and
its capabilities for follow-up characterization of the best new targets from surveys like TESS.

6

WASP-18b (J=8.4)

What is the thermal structure and 
global energy budget for 

extremely hot Jupiter 
atmospheres? 

Bright Star Eclipse Curve Working Group Leads: Björn Benneke, Jacob Bean, Eliza Kempton



JWST has many spectroscopic modes for transiting exoplanets.

instrument response schematics from ExoCTK and PandExo (Batalha et al. 2017) 



JWST has many spectroscopic modes for transiting exoplanets.

The ERS program uses 
eighty hours to test 
and cross-validate  

six observing modes.

instrument response schematics from ExoCTK and PandExo (Batalha et al. 2017) 



Transiting exoplanets are laboratories for studying 
planetary processes across diverse environments. 

JWST will make pioneering observations of three 
transiting hot Jupiters for Early Release Science.   

The community will use these observations to 
prepare for awesome exoplanet science with JWST.



The scientific utility of JWST for transiting exoplanets will be determined by: 

• the hardware that will be collecting and recording photons 
• the software with which we will analyze those data 
• the community of people making and using these tools 



We want to engage a large swath of the transiting exoplanet community. 

We currently have 112 team members:
58% observers, 33% theorists 
54% US, 46% EU + Canada 

23% women, 44% women at leadership levels

PI: Natalie Batalha 
Co-PIs: Kevin Stevenson, Jacob Bean

Transmission Working Group Leads: Hannah Wakeford, David Sing, Kevin Stevenson
MIRI Phase Curve Working Group Leads: Laura Kreidberg, Nicolas Crouzet, Julie Moses
Bright Star Eclipse Curve Working Group Leads: Björn Benneke, Jacob Bean, Eliza Kempton
Data Challenge Working Group Leads: Zach Berta-Thompson, Mike Line, Mercedes Lopez-Morales

Science Council: David Sing, Mike Line, Heather Knutson, Ian Crossfield, Laura Kreidberg, Jean-
Michel Désert, Zach Berta-Thompson

We welcome new members!



• Before observations — we will focus on simulated 
data, where we know the exact answers. We will 
meet to learn and develop analysis tools, and test 
the assumptions of different theoretical models and 
retrieval methods.  

• After observations — we will focus on the real 
data, where we need cross-validation for robust 
results. We will meet to compare analyses and 
theoretical modeling frameworks, write papers, and 
produce science-enabling products.

These workshops will be open to the entire community, 
regardless of whether folks are Co-I/Collaborator on the proposal.

We will host a JWST Exoplanet Data Challenge, including two workshops.



Science-Enabling Products 
(1) Data Analysis Tutorials:

16 Bean et al.

spectra for the entire observation (see ?). Such special
treatment of time-series data represents a new feature
that was not included in the Hubble pipelines, and we
plan to fully validate the steps going into the JWST
TSO pipeline through independent tests. When work-
ing toward the limit of extreme precision, experience
has shown that big variations can emerge from seem-
ingly small decisions in the extraction process, such as
how cosmic rays are mitigated (?), how centroids are
calculated (?), how wavelength shifts are estimated (?),
or how extraction apertures are defined (?).
We will explore a suite of tools for modeling and

mitigating instrumental systematics (see Figure ??).
Physically-motivated causal models can provide insight
to the processes that contribute to instrumental sys-
tematic noise sources, such as telescope motion com-
bined with intra- or interpixel sensitivity variations (??)
or charge-trapping in detector pixels (?). In some
cases, these physical models of the instrument can be
approximated through analytic functions or low-order
polynomial expansions of other measured parameters
(???????). These approximate can sometimes su↵er
from being too rigid in their assumptions, but marginal-
izing over multiple families of systematics models has
been shown to improve their robustness (??). Since
all physical models will inevitably be imperfect descrip-

Table 3. Core Ingredients for Data Analysis Toolkits

1 Visualize the time-series cube of 2D images, with static
pixel-by-pixel mean and variance images and movies.

2 Extract 1D spectra and their predicted uncertainties,
using both fixed apertures and optimal extractions.
Measure time-series diagnostics that may inform in-
strumental models below.

3 Separate the instrumental and astrophysical signals,
using physically-motivated causal models, as well as
independent, statistical approaches such as Gaussian
Process models and Principal/Independent Compo-
nent Analysis techniques. Establish priors from our
physical knowledge of the instrument.

4 Create a parameterized model of the planet feature
that was observed (transit, eclipse, phase curve), in-
cluding free parameters for stellar limb-darkening and
stellar variability. Establish priors from our knowledge
of the exoplanet system.

5 Fit this joint model to data, using MCMC or nested
sampling to estimate the parameters’ posterior proba-
bility distribution.

6 Extract the planetary spectra that are embedded
within those fits, after marginalizing over all other
parameters and possible instrumental models. These
spectra constitute the core scientific measurements of
the program, to be archived on MAST.

tions of the instrument, we will also employ more flexi-
ble noise-modeling frameworks, including Gaussian Pro-
cess models (??????), Principal Component Analysis
(???), and Independent Component Analysis (?????).
We will compare independent analyses with these dif-
ferent methods both to ensure our scientific results are
robust and to provide guidance to the community on the
strengths of each method in the JWST context.
Standard tools already exist to model the relevant ex-

oplanet signals, such as the Python packages batman (?)
and spiderman (?). However, JWST ’s new level of pre-
cision demands we pay a new level of attention to several
astrophysical signals that can potentially contaminate
the inferred exoplanet spectra. For example, the use
of fixed, inaccurate limb-darkening coe�cients and/or
orbital parameters may impart trends on the derived
planetary transmission spectra (????). JWST’s preci-
sion will permit direct tests of limb-darkening models
at moderate resolution (following work by ??, at lower
resolution). Likewise, starspots, plages, and other inho-
mogeneities on the unocculted portion of the stellar disk
can introduce spurious transit-depth variations with
wavelength, which might mask a planet’s real trans-
mission spectrum (???). We will ensure that our final
planetary spectra account for and marginalize over such
astrophysical systematics.

6.2. Time-Series Instrument Performance Reports

The community can already predict JWST ’s expected
photon-limited noise for transit observations, either di-
rectly from the pandeia exposure time calculator (??)
or from its transit-optimized wrapper PandExo (?).
However, the only way to know how closely we will
be able to approach this predicted instrumental noise
performance is to analyze real on-sky data. For each
of these ERS observations, we plan to calculate a suite
of metrics to assess systematic noise sources and collect
the lessons learned into performance reports describ-
ing each instrument’s capabilities for precise time-series
spectrophotometry. These field guides to instrumental
systematics will cover the general diagnostics included
in Table ??, as well as other more instrument-specific
issues as discussed in the technical motivations above.
Together, these diagnostics aim to test the hypothe-
sis that the instrument, its calibration pipeline, and
systematics modeling can collectively result in close-
to-ideal photon-counting measurements. They focus
particularly on understanding temporal and wavelength
correlations in the data, because they have significant
potential to corrupt statistical inferences of planet prop-
erties (???). These diagnostics can hopefully help in-

Data Challenge Working Group Leads: Zach Berta-Thompson, Mike Line, Mercedes Lopez-Morales

We will publish a worked 
example analysis of each JWST 
dataset (jupyter notebook), 

going from pixels to light curves 
and planetary spectra. These 

are recipes for future analyses.



Science-Enabling Products 
(2) Instrument Performance Reports:

We will publish a report 
(jupyter notebook) 

documenting the 
systematics seen in each 

JWST instrument. These are 
field guides for what future 

observers should know.

Transiting Exoplanets with JWST 17

Table 4. Basic Outline of Instrument Performance Reports

The field guides will measure diagnostics... ...to help answer basic questions about the
instrument.

• the number of photons detected per wavelength Are PandExo/Pandeia’s core throughput estimates
and instrument models accurate?

• the measured variance of the flux residuals compared to
photon noise predictions • tests for non-Gaussianity of the
flux residuals

Is the spectrophotometry photon-limited, or are there
other significant time-series noise sources?

• the measured variance of time-binned flux residuals vs. tem-
poral bin size • the power spectrum and autocorrelation func-
tion of the flux residuals

Is the noise correlated in time? How will this limit
JWST’s precision for exoplanet observables?

• the position/width/shape of the spectral trace vs. time •
the background level and reference pixel values vs. time

How stable are the telescope/instrument optics and
detectors over hours-to-days timescales?

• the strength and form of correlations between the residuals
and other available time series (the above image diagnostics,
temperature sensors, telescope pointing, antenna movements)

What physically-motivated models might explain sys-
tematic noise in time-series measurements?

• the measured variance of wavelength-binned residuals vs.
wavelength bin size • a matrix of correlation strength between
all possible wavelength bins

What instrumental systematics are “common-mode”?
How well can we separate overlapping wavelengths?

• the descriptive morphology of any other time-dependent
trends in the measured spectrophotometry

What is the timescale of detector persistence/charge-
trapping? How long does JWST need to settle at the
start of an observation?

form noise models for careful statistical inference of
planet properties and serve as initial inputs for con-
structing physically-motivated systematics mitigation
models.

6.3. Community Engagement

Another core goal of our ERS program is to catalyze
broad engagement in JWST and to train a community
of capable JWST exoplanet observers. To address this
goal, we will host a multi-phase data challenge to spark
worldwide collaboration and focus the exoplanet com-
munity’s creativity on analyzing JWST data. Inspired
by the Spitzer 2015 Data Challenge (?), this challenge
will comprise online interaction and face-to-face meet-
ings, bringing together instrument/telescope specialists,
observers, and theorists. It will facilitate the speedy val-
idation of our scientific results and construction of our
science-enabling products, through intermediate dead-
lines and opportunities for group work. These activities
are not limited to those scientists who were on the orig-
inal ERS proposal; we welcome participation from the
entire community. )

7. CONCLUSION

The multitude of recently discovered transiting exo-
planets presents both challenges and opportunities. The
challenge is to understand these objects as part of a
complete theory of planetary system cosmogony, which
is one of the preeminent topics of modern astrophysics
and planetary science. The opportunity is the chance

to study a diverse and large sample of planets, includ-
ing Solar System analogues in di↵erent physical regimes
(e.g., hot Jupiters and potentially habitable planets
around M dwarfs) and classes of planets with no So-
lar System counterparts (e.g., super-Earths). Now that
we have tight constraints on the occurrence rate of these
planets (e.g., ?), the next frontier is to obtain a compre-
hensive census of their atmospheres.
JWST holds the promise of enabling a comprehen-

sive census of transiting exoplanet atmospheres that will
yield a dramatic advance in our understanding of plan-
etary nature, origins, climate, atmospheric physics and
chemistry, and habitability. It is di�cult to overstate
just how much JWST will likely advance this field given
its increased capabilities compared to existing facilities.
The community has lofty goals (e.g., ???), and with the
recent development and approval of the Transiting Ex-
oplanet ERS Program we are on track to achieve these
ambitions.

We thank David Charbonneau for strategic advice
during the development of our ERS proposal.

Data Challenge Working Group Leads: Zach Berta-Thompson, Mike Line, Mercedes Lopez-Morales



We need an effective and inclusive collaboration,  
to meet a tight schedule. 

L+11 
Cycle 2 
call for  
proposals

L+6 
ERS/Cycle 1  
observing 
begins

= L+0 months 
JWST launch 
and start of 
commissioning

L+14 
Cycle 2 
proposals  
due

0 years from launch 1 year after launch

L+11 
Results Review, 
science-enabling  
products delivered, 
community briefing

L+10 
2nd Data  
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actual  

datasets

L+3 
Readiness  
Review, 
community  
briefing

L+2 months 
1st Data  
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simulated  
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L+16 
special journal issue 
publishing results 
and lessons learned
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(currently under revision for PASP)



Want to learn more?

ers-transit.github.io — future site for info, meetings, code, and more!

http://ers-transit.github.io


Transiting exoplanets are laboratories for studying 
planetary processes across diverse environments. 

JWST will make pioneering observations of three 
transiting hot Jupiters for Early Release Science.   

The community will use these observations to 
prepare for awesome exoplanet science with JWST.

If you want to play with early JWST transiting 
exoplanet data, please join the team!

(contact me, Natalie Batalha, Jacob Bean, or Kevin Stevenson)
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G235H	
R�2700	

G395H	
R�2700	

NIRSpec	

MIRI	

SOSS	
R�700	

NIRISS	

F322W2	
R�1770	

NIRCam	

LRS	
R�100	

Panchroma9c	Transmission	
•  nominal	target:	WASP-79b	
•  transits	with	NIRISS/SOSS,	NIRSpec/G235H	&	
G395H,	and	NIRCam/F322W2	(four	total)	

MIRI	Phase	Curve	
•  nominal	target:	WASP-43b	
•  one	con9nuous,	full-orbit	observa9on	
covering	two	secondary	eclipses	and	
one	transit	with	MIRI/LRS	

Bright	Star’s	Planet	Emission	
•  nominal	target:	WASP-18b	
•  one	secondary	eclipse	using	NIRISS/SOSS	


